Kiowa Tribe
AOA Title VI Program
P.O. Box 369 Carnegie, OK 73015-0369
Main phone: 580/654-1590 or 580/654-6315 or 580/654-6314
Mission Statement: "Promoting Cohesive Nutritional Services with Hospitality and improving upon the Quality of Life through Kiowa AOA Supportive Services”.

KIOWA AOA TITLE VI ELDER PROGRAM
SUPPORTIVE SERVICE INTAKE APPLICATION

CRITERIA OF ELIGIBILITY

* MUST PROVIDE PROOF OF TRIBAL ENROLLMENT IDENTIFICATION
* MUST BE 60 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER
* INDIAN / NON-INDIAN SPOUSE MARRIED TO QUALIFIED ELDER
* SPOUSE 59 YEARS OF AGE OR YOUNGER
* HANDICAPPED 59 YEARS OF AGE OR YOUNGER RESIDING WITH QUALIFIED ELDER

FIRST NAME _______________________________ DATE: ____________________
LAST NAME ______________________________ MARRIED: YES____ NO____
ADDRESS ______________________________________________________________
PHONE _______________________ MESSAGE PHONE ________________________
AGE _______ SOURCE OF INCOME _________________________________________

ARE YOU THE: APPLICANT OR CAREGIVER OR SPOUSE (CIRCLE ONE)

TYPE OF SUPPORTIVE SERVICE REQUESTED: _____________________________

__________________________________________________________

AOA STAFF ONLY

WAS TRIBAL ID PROVIDED: YES____ NO ______
FUNDING SOURCE: PART A _______ PART C _______
COUNTY OF RESIDENCE ___________________________
DATE OF LAST SERVICE PROVIDED ___________________________
APPROVED: YES ______ NO ______ PROGRAM DIRECTOR __________________

Serving American Indian elderly in southwest Oklahoma through Senior Nutrition and Caregiver Support Programs of the Older Americans Act